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COMP+
Aluminum Lightweight Panel

Lindner COMP+ lightweight panels are innovative composite materials 
for a wide range of applications in interior and ship fit-out. The advantage 
of this product family lies in the unique combination variety of different 
properties. For example, the sandwich panels combine low weight 
with individual shaping and design. Their core consists of aluminum 
honeycombs with aluminum face sheets and different surfaces.

Due to the visually inconspicuous microperforation of the surface, 
COMP+ acoustic panels unfold a great room acoustic effect, while the 
positive properties, such as stability and ease of installation, are always 
guaranteed.

• low grammage 5.5 kg/m² (14 mm)

• large formats 1,220 x 2,550 mm

• good fire protection properties

• sound absorbing due to microperforation

• particularly dimensionally stable and resistant to bending

• suitable for maritime use

• great freedom of design due to various surfaces
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COMPlacq
Lacquered

COMPlacq stands for an opaque painted surface in all RAL and NCS colours.

The jointless combination 
of several COMP+ panels 
creates large-scale, flat 
ceiling sections with 
extraordinary design.

The gold lacquered panels 
are used as wall claddings in 

both micro- perforated and 
plain  execution.

Hochhaus zur Bastei, Zurich, 
Switzerland, © Ortwin Klipp

Rheingoldhalle Mainz, 
Germany 
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COMP+ | COMPlacq



The large-format panels, here in the 
micro-perforated COMPlacq acoustic 
version, form a homogeneous,  
clearly structured surface with the  
high, double-leaf door portals.
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COMP+ | COMPlacq | City Palace Berlin, Germany
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COMP+ | COMPwood | Robert B. Rowling Hall, Austin/Texas, USA 

The real wood veneered panels give 
rooms a pleasant atmosphere, whether 
in large or small formats, as wall or 
ceiling cladding.



Volksbank Heilbronn, Germany

COMPwood
Real Wood Veneer

With COMPwood, you can choose between a wide selection of real wood veneers.

COMPwood acoustic noticeably improves room acoustics through microperforation, 
 without impairing the typical character of natural woods.

Using real wood veneers allows additional scope for design. 
The look of the floor covering was continued here in the 
ceiling panels.
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COMP+ | COMPwood
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COMP+ | COMPprint | Aidanova, Papenburg, Germany  

COMPprint panels are 
multifunctional and unique 
creations, both as ceiling or  
wall cladding, whether on land  
or on the high seas.



With COMPprint your ceiling or wall becomes an individual 
eye-catcher: Thanks to digital printing, we reproduce 
 various photos, drawings or visualizations.

Bloomberg Center, New York City, USA

COMPprint
Digitally Printed

Whether it is a company logo, an individually created graphic or a vacation photo – with 
COMPprint you can bring your personal touch to all areas of a building. 
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COMP+ | COMPprint



Various prints, spatula techniques and other 
 mineral surfaces visually enhance the stores.

The concrete look used here 
 complements today‘s clear and 
 modern office landscape with its 
 minimalist appeal.

Swissbau, Basel, Switzerland

MyZeil, Frankfurt, Germany
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COMPart
Individually Coated

COMP+ | COMPart

COMPart opens up unprecedented scope for creativity. Thanks to high-quality  surface 
 techniques, your wall or ceiling cladding becomes a handcrafted original. With our 
 understanding of material, colour, haptics and structure, many years of experience and a bit 
of finesse, we develop special surfaces in your rooms according to your personal wishes.
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COMP+ | COMPart | mk | hotel Rüsselsheim, Germany 

This surface is an oxidation of  
two materials – steel, which 
becomes rust, and copper,  
which becomes verdigris.



COMPlacq surfaces can 
also consist of irregular 

polygons, as shown here 
in an access area.

In assembly halls, 
micro-perforated and 
plain panels are often 
combined with each other 
– whether as  rectangles 
or triangles.

Adhesive Technologies  
Inspiration Center,  

Düsseldorf, Germany 
© Christian Köster

Rheingoldhalle, Mainz,  
Germany

Detailed Solutions
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COMP+ | Variety
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COMP+ | Variety | FIFA World Football Museum, Zurich, Switzerland

The addition of  lighting 
elements to the  panels 
creates a  particularly 
unusual look.
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COMP+ | COMPlacq acoustic | Quantum of the Seas 
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COMP+ | COMPlacq acoustic | Quantum of the Seas 

Used as wall absorbers, COMPlacq 
acoustic panels ensure pleasant room 
acoustics and provide the room with  
a calm atmosphere thanks to their 
subtle colouring. Horizontal joints 
additionally structure the wall surface.



Wells Fargo,  
New York City, USA 

© Colin Miller

Viking,  
New York City,  
USA

Harman Kardon Flagship Store, New York City, USA
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COMP+ | Variety



FIFA World Football Museum, Zurich, Switzerland 
© FIFA World Football Museum

Scenic, River Café 
©Scenic
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COMP+ | Vielfalt



From Arnstorf 
all over the 
World
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Lindner Group Headquarters 
Arnstorf, Germany

Add.Vantage

Over time, the Lindner Group has 
developed into a technically sound, 
solution-oriented and reliable partner 
with an economically solid basis. Our 
comprehensive product and  service 
portfolio for building envelopes, 
 interior fit-out and  insulation in almost 
all fields of application is second to 
none. 

True to our motto “Rethinking Spaces” 
we develop perfectly customised and 
yet versatile solutions and concepts  
for your building project.

As a 100% family-owned company,  
we attach particular importance to our 
environment. With innovative concepts 
such as Cradle to Cradle Certified®, 
low-emission products and well 
thought-out room concepts, we create 
Add.Vantage for people and their 
environment. As a service provider 
and employer we place people at the 
centre of our activities. Our customers 
notice this too: We enjoy our work, 
have conviction in what we do and are 
proud of what we can achieve.

Interior Fit-Out and Furnishings

Lindner SE | Interior Fit-Out and 
Furnishings is a specialist for 
demanding interior design projects: 
from hotels and resorts to ship interiors, 
concert halls, libraries or prestigious 
government buildings. Starting with the 
planning up to project management and 
installation, Lindner carries out large 
construction phases completely under 
its own responsibility and manufactures 
project-related solutions for interior 
design in its own  production  facilities, 
including high-quality  interiors, wooden 
object doors and the certified product 
lines FIREwood and COMP+.
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Lindner SE | Interior Fit-Out and Furnishings  
Bahnhofstrasse 29 | 94424 Arnstorf | Germany 
objektdesign@Lindner-Group.com | www.Lindner-Group.com

Cover:  Apple Café, Santa Monica / California, USA | © MICHAEL O’CALLAHAN photography
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